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Abstract: Input and context-related factors identified by research as key success variables in L2
pronunciation development in immersion contexts play a very modest role in instructed foreign
language (FL) learning environments. Scarce L2 exposure and use and L1-accented input make pro-
nunciation learning extremely challenging. Current L2 speech learning models attribute difficulties
in L2 speech acquisition to L2-to-L1 perceptual sound mappings guided by L1-based perception
and poor phonological awareness and noticing of cross-language phonetic differences, which are
typically not adequately addressed in instruction through pedagogic tasks. Explicit and incidental
pronunciation teaching methods have been found effective at improving learners’ pronunciation,
but ways to integrate them into communicative approaches to language teaching are still largely
unexplored. Thus, language education practices currently lack a research-informed pedagogical
approach that incorporates principles of L2 speech learning and task-based language teaching (TBLT)
into pronunciation instruction. This article (1) presents an outline of new avenues for research
and practice in L2 pronunciation instruction and (2) reports on the findings of an empirical study
that implemented a task-based pronunciation teaching (TBPT) approach to teaching a difficult L2
vowel contrast through computerized collaborative map tasks that could be easily integrated into
communicative FL classrooms.

Keywords: task-based language teaching (TBLT); L2 pronunciation instruction; L2 pronunciation
training; task-based pronunciation teaching (TBPT); form-focused communicative instruction; L2
vowel perception and production; map task

1. Introduction

Pronunciation appears to be one of the prevailing learning challenges for L2 learners [1]
and a teaching challenge for L2 teachers [2,3], especially in instructed second language
acquisition (ISLA) contexts [4]. Still, both learners and teachers find pronunciation to be
a crucial component of the communicative competence they wish to develop to highly
proficient levels [3,5]. Despite the dramatic growth of the field of L2 speech learning
and L2 pronunciation teaching and learning in recent years [6–9] and recent research
exploring alternative methods to L2 pronunciation teaching beyond explicit pronunciation
instruction, such as task-based language teaching (TBLT) approaches to pronunciation-
focused instruction [10–15] or computer-assisted pronunciation training [16–18], there is
still a dearth of research on the acquisition of L2 pronunciation in ISLA contexts, including
English as a foreign language (EFL) learning contexts in Spain.

Despite the challenging aspects of learning L2 pronunciation in an ISLA setting,
several meta-analyses have shown that L2 pronunciation instruction is effective [19–22] and
that phonetic training of specific L2 speech sounds improves L2 learners’ perception and
production of difficult L2 sounds and sound contrasts [23–25]. However, enhancing the
outcomes of pronunciation instruction through methods that enhance learners’ attention to
phonetic form and, at the same time, can be fully integrated into communicative teaching
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practice remains a real challenge, as communication is primarily a meaning-oriented
activity [3]. In addition, research-based approaches to L2 pronunciation instruction based
on the intelligibility principle [26,27], in line with current L2 speech learning models [28,29],
suggest that pronunciation instruction should focus on target pronunciation features with
high functional load that are difficult to acquire due to L2-to-L1 perceptual sound mappings
guided by L1-based perception. In other words, pronunciation instruction methods should
consider L1-specific learning difficulties (at the segmental and suprasegmental level) and
enhance phonological awareness and noticing of cross-language differences in addition
to L2-specific phonetic differences between contrasting phonetic features. Implementing
these teaching goals within communicative language learning requires large amounts of
creativity in task design and implementation to enhance learners’ attention to linguistic
form (or phonetic form) while learners are performing communicative language learning
tasks. A TBLT approach to pronunciation instruction, task-based pronunciation teaching
(TBPT), may prove successful at achieving these task design goals. We illustrate this through
the empirical study we report on in Section 4. Given the specific low-input conditions
associated with ISLA and its well-attested limiting effects on the development of oral
skills [30], pronunciation development is unlikely to take place without pronunciation
training techniques providing individual intensive practice on specific (e.g., segmental
contrasts) and global (e.g., intelligibility) dimensions of pronunciation proficiency. Such
techniques (see Section 3 below) could be provided as a supplement to and in combination
with TBPT pedagogic interventions.

2. L2 Speech Models and FL Pronunciation Learning

The acquisition of L2 phonetics and phonology in adulthood has been shown to be
profoundly influenced by learners’ L1 perception [31]. Speech learning theories have
attributed learners’ capacity to categorize L2 sounds accurately to their ability to discern
differences between L1 and L2 sounds and their degree of phonological awareness and
noticing of cross-language phonetic differences.

For example, Ref. [29]’s revised Speech Learning Model (SLM-r) argues that L2 sounds
that are perceptually dissimilar to L1 sounds are easier to acquire and a separate L2 category
may be created for them (e.g., L2 English /3:/ having no clear match in L1 Catalan/Spanish)
than L2 sounds that are indistinguishable from L1 sounds, for which a distinct category
will not be formed (e.g., L2 English /f/ mapped onto L1 Catalan/Spanish /f/). These
two scenarios are not predicted to pose any learning problems to L2 learners. However,
for L2 sounds that are highly similar perceptually to L1 sounds, learners are unlikely to
create separate L2 categories (e.g., L2 English /2/ mapped onto L1 Catalan /a/). In such
cases, a composite L1–L2 phonetic category may develop and lead to L1-based foreign-
accented productions.

Similarly, the Perceptual Assimilation Model [28] extended to the L2 (PAM-L2) posits
that success at detecting L2 phonological contrasts is dependent on how L2 phonemes are
initially assimilated to the L1 phonemic inventory. In PAM-L2, when two L2 sounds are
equally assimilated to a single L1 sound category (single-category assimilation), learners’
ability to acquire the L2 sound contrast will be impaired as discriminating them will be
very difficult (e.g., English /r/-/l/ for Japanese learners), whereas when two L2 sounds
are unequally mapped onto the same L1 sound category so that one is judged as a better
exemplar of the L1 category than the other (i.e., category-goodness assimilation), learners’
ability to discriminate the L2 contrast will be moderate, making the acquisition of the
contrast easier. Whereas SLM-r and PAM-L2 predictions for L2 sound acquisition have been
applied to explaining phonological acquisition for monolingual immigrants living in an
environment where L2 is spoken predominantly, neither model was designed with a foreign
language (FL) instructional setting in mind, where L2 input is scarce and accented [30,32].
For example, [4] predicted that single-category and category-goodness assimilations were
less likely to be acquired in the classroom than via immersion, especially if phonetic
differences between the L2 phonemes were lacking in L2-accented spoken input or if L2
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learners produced them on the basis of their written form. In fact, oral interactions in
the FL classroom are likely to be L1-accented because teachers and students are likely to
speak L2 with a shared L1-accent. In addition, unlike in naturalistic language learning,
in FL instruction, vocabulary and grammar are primarily taught through written input,
and little time is dedicated to communicative pronunciation teaching [4]. Still, models like
SLM-r and PAM-L2 can inform L2 pronunciation instruction by explaining why certain L2
contrasts are easier to learn than others, which may be helpful in setting priorities when
selecting pronunciation instruction targets and designing pedagogic tasks to learn them.

For example, Ref. [4] proposes that learners should be provided with plenty of oppor-
tunities for tuning in to the phonetic differences that distinguish L2 phonological contrasts
prior to the acquisition of a large vocabulary so as to avoid homophony of minimal-pair
words during L2 word recognition processes. An interactive map task where perceiving
and producing a difficult L2 vowel contrast is essential for task resolution, such as the
one described in the empirical study we report on in Section 4, can serve this purpose by
raising learners’ awareness of such phonetic differences and by providing practice in the
distinction of the target L2 sounds. In addition, the introduction of written forms should
be initially delayed, or orthography should provide one-to-one correspondence between
phonemes and graphemes. Last but not least, pronunciation instruction should aim at
orienting learners’ attention to phonological contrasts in communicative settings so that L2
phonological learning can extend to spontaneous conversations beyond the L2 classroom.

3. Pronunciation Training Techniques and Teaching Methods in FL Learning Contexts
3.1. Phonetic Training

High-variability phonetic training (HVPT) is typically a perceptual training paradigm
where learners are exposed to L2 sounds produced in a variety of phonetic environments
by multiple speakers and need to identify or discriminate the target sounds after receiving
individualized feedback [25]. HVPT has been investigated in relation to different segmental
and suprasegmental features of L2 speech (e.g., vowels, consonants, syllable structure, tone)
and has been found effective in developing L2 speech categories [24,25], leading to gains in
L2 speech perception [33], lexical encoding [34] and production [35]. Importantly, phonetic
and phonological learning from HVPT has been shown to generalize to novel talkers [36],
untrained testing stimuli [37], new phonetic contexts [25], untrained sounds [33], and across
perception and production modalities [38]. Additionally, learning gains tend to be retained
sometime after the training has ended [18,33,38]. Training outcomes may differ in size as a
function of presentation mode and stimulus type. For example, gains in production are
greater if learners receive visual articulatory feedback than auditory-only feedback [35], if
trained in adverse rather than silent conditions [39], or if trained with non-lexical rather
than lexical stimuli [40,41].

Apart from HVPT, other explicit training paradigms, such as phonological specificity
training, a paradigm that trains learners on minimal pairs to enhance the distinctiveness of
phonolexical representations [42] and training in auditory processing skills [43], have also
been shown to impact L2 phonological learning positively. Last, incidental multimodal
phonetic training (e.g., playing with a mobile game application that exposes gamers to
target sound contrasts when aliens are killed) has been found to be helpful for learners to
automate the knowledge of L2 sounds that may have been learned explicitly [17]. Despite
the multiple benefits of phonetic training for L2 speech development, one of the potential
drawbacks of phonetic training is its limited ecological validity [6]. In other words, HVPT
practice, unlike communicative types of practice (e.g., giving directions on a map where
identifying street names depends on learners’ accurate perception and production of a
sound contrast), is often pedagogically decontextualized and can be disassociated with
language learning and use in real-life contexts, and, hence, FL teachers may be hesitant to
implement methods that have not been proven in real classrooms [44]. Still, empirically
validated HVPT computer-assisted systems such as the Golden Speaker [45] or the English
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Accent Coach [46] may provide accessible individualized pronunciation learning inside or
outside the classroom.

3.2. Explicit Instruction

Explicit pronunciation instruction entails providing L2 learners with metalinguistic
information about the voicing, place, and manner of articulation of L2 speech sounds
and the acoustic as well as prosodic (stress, rhythm, and intonation) characteristics of
L2 speech. Several meta-analyses [19,21,22] and individual studies [47,48] have shown
the effectiveness of explicit instruction at improving L2 pronunciation and at making L2
speech more intelligible, comprehensible, and less strongly accented in classroom contexts.
For example, Ref. [49] examined the impact of short-term explicit pronunciation teaching
on both suprasegmental (stress, rhythm, reductions, and linking) and segmental features
(/i/, /I/, /æ/, /ε/) of L2 learners’ speech. The intervention involved three 25 min
sessions of explicit pronunciation instruction for three weeks. Compared to a non-explicit
pronunciation instruction intervention, explicit phonetic instruction led to improvements
in comprehensibility for learners trained on suprasegmental features but not for learners
trained on segmentals. Other studies [50] have found little improvement resulting from
explicit pronunciation instruction (around 5%) and no improvement for accentedness
and comprehensibility.

While explicit pronunciation instruction helps learners notice L1–L2 phonological
differences [6], it often involves a decontextualized focus on the accuracy of specific phono-
logical forms, relying mainly on controlled practices. In fact, there is ongoing debate
about whether gains obtained from explicit pronunciation instruction can be effectively
maintained when using the L2 in real-life conversations. Given the prevailing emphasis on
grammar-focused lessons and teachers’ limited understanding of which aspects of pronun-
ciation should be taught, researchers have a responsibility to inform teachers and teacher
trainers about the key aspects of L2 pronunciation that should be given priority [51,52] and
how to integrate them into content-based lessons [3]. One promising approach is engaging
learners in interactive tasks that enhance learners’ awareness of the communicative impact
of pronunciation (e.g., an interaction map task; see Section 4). This way, learners can
naturally focus on phonetic form while conveying meaning during communication.

3.3. Form-Focused Communicative Instruction

L2 pronunciation research [53–55] has demonstrated the superiority of explicit instruc-
tion combined with communicative form-focused instruction (FFI) over explicit instruction
alone. FFI entails drawing learners’ attention to form in communicative contexts, that
is, practicing L2 pronunciation while being engaged in contextualized meaning-oriented
communicative activities [20]. Recently, Ref. [56] compared explicit-only pronunciation
instruction, consisting of listening and controlled practice of L2 suprasegmental features,
to explicit instruction + FFI, which combined explicit teaching of pronunciation features
repeatedly with communicative instruction following the Communicative Framework [57]
and Automatization in Communicative Contexts of Essential Speech Segments framework
(ACCESS) [58]. The results of this study showed that the “explicit-only” learners only
improved L2 comprehensibility in controlled tasks, whereas the “explicit + FFI” learners
improved both in controlled and, especially, in spontaneous tasks. These findings align
with [20]’s synthesis of 15 quasi-experimental studies where FFI was found to contribute to
the development of L2 speech in controlled and spontaneous speaking tasks, whereas the
benefits of explicit-only instruction were only observable in controlled speech.

Given that the key to L2 phonological learning in the FL classroom is the automaticity
of L2 phonological and phonetic processing and generalization from in-class to out-of-class
language use, Refs. [3,53] suggest that learners can establish form-meaning mappings and
develop L2 accuracy and fluency [59] by using activities that are intently repetitive yet have
communicative value and by integrating a focus-on-phonetic-form into meaning-oriented
tasks. Implementing a dual focus on form and meaning following the Communicative
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Framework [57], ACCESS [58,59] or Strategy-based [60] frameworks has the potential to
allow learners to notice and pay attention to L2 pronunciation features and to develop
awareness of their own pronunciation problems (e.g., providing corrective feedback). The
well-attested positive impact of explicit instruction in L2 phonology [22] can be maximized
if it is extended to communicative language use contexts by gradually allowing learners
to automate the procedural phonological knowledge they have acquired through form-
focused activities when using L2 in contexts where they are primarily attending to meaning.
This may in turn facilitate the spreading of L2-specific phonetic features (e.g., the aspiration
of /p, t, k/ or discrimination of segmental contrasts /i:-I/, /æ-2/ in L2-English) to the entire
lexicon, enhancing phonological acquisition and effectively improving L2 pronunciation
while speaking the L2.

While most research has explored the benefits of integrating pronunciation in a
communicative task after receiving explicit pronunciation instruction [10,61], practicing
L2 pronunciation incidentally during communicative interaction following a TBLT ap-
proach [12–14,62] has been considerably less investigated.

3.4. New Avenues in L2 Pronunciation Training and Teaching

Current pedagogical practices in L2 pronunciation teaching and learning do not
fully reflect the recent shift in the pedagogic target of L2 pronunciation learning from
native-like speech to comprehensible speech. One way to promote the adjustment of
pronunciation teaching to this paradigm shift is to make the outcomes of current research
on the effectiveness of speech awareness-raising tasks to develop global dimensions of
L2 pronunciation proficiency (intelligibility, comprehensibility, accentedness, and fluency)
available to the pronunciation instruction community. Empirical research investigating
the effectiveness of training tasks to develop L2 speech intelligibility, comprehensibility,
accentedness, and fluency globally is scarce and varied in methods, in the level of learners’
proficiency, and in its outcomes.

This section outlines a number of pronunciation training techniques whose effec-
tiveness in raising awareness and developing L2 pronunciation has been experimentally
proven: accent imitation, multimodal pronunciation training through captioned video,
embodied pronunciation training, comprehensibility and accentedness self-assessment,
and TBPT.

3.4.1. Accent Imitation

Research on foreign accent imitation training and its benefits for L2 pronunciation
development is currently scarce, but findings so far [63,64] support the notion that training
learners in imitating an L2 accent (e.g., an English accent) on their native language (L1)
is helpful in developing awareness of L1–L2 cross-language phonetic differences and in
enhancing the automatization of L2-specific articulatory gestures, leading to improvement
of pronunciation accuracy at the segmental level, at least for low-proficiency learners [63].
In foreign accent imitation tasks, learners are asked to speak their L1 (or to produce word- or
sentence-long utterances in their L1) with an L2 accent so that measures of phonetic features
obtained from the imitated L2 accent (e.g., voice onset time—VOT) may be interpreted
as a measure of implicit awareness (or implicit knowledge) of the phonetic properties
of the L2 being imitated [65,66]. Learners have been found to imitate an L2 phonetic
feature in their L1, such as VOT duration in voiceless oral stops, to the extent that they can
produce them accurately in their L2 [67–69]. This technique has been applied to assess the
production accuracy of L2-specific segmental phonetic features (mainly VOT) in a delayed
accent-imitation paradigm. To the best of our knowledge, Ref. [63] is the only study that
has used this technique to train L2-specific phonetic features in low-proficiency young
learners. Given appropriate use of imitation training materials such as extended texts and
spoken dialogues, accent imitation can be effective in training advanced adult learners’ L2
phonetic features, including segmental and suprasegmental properties that may impact
global dimensions of L2 speech.
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3.4.2. Multimodal Pronunciation Training through Captioned Video

L2-captioned video (intralingual subtitles) can be effectively used to train L2 learners’
simultaneous processing of L2 auditory input (speech), orthographic input (dynamic
onscreen text), and visual input (onscreen dynamic images). Research has proven the
benefits of this type of enriched input for listening comprehension, the incidental acquisition
of vocabulary, and grammar. The presence of written word forms as learners process
the spoken input has been shown to enhance auditory word recognition and speech
segmentation skills [70,71] and can therefore offer interesting pedagogical possibilities for
pronunciation instruction if learners’ attention is guided to phonetic form while watching.
For example, Ref. [72] enhanced learners’ attention to phonetic form through pronunciation-
related questions popping up occasionally on the screen while learners watched captioned
video and found the treatment to improve L2 learners’ speech segmentation and speech
processing skills. Ref. [73] used audio-synchronized textual input enhancement in captions
to promote learners’ visual processing of usually mispronounced orthographic word forms
immediately before they could be heard in the soundtrack and found benefits in learners’
ability to recognize mispronounced forms, supporting the updating of non-target-like
phonological representations of words.

3.4.3. Embodied Pronunciation Training

Embodied pronunciation training is based on the notion of multimodal enrichment,
which holds that exposure to complementary information across multiple sensory modali-
ties during learning activities can enhance learning benefits [74]. This is a type of multi-
modal phonetic training that takes advantage of the mutual effects of auditory perception
and visual actions on one another to enhance the acquisition of segmental and supraseg-
mental features of speech [75]. For example, Ref. [76] showed that a group of L2-French
learners assigned to an embodied pronunciation training condition (visuospatial hand
gestures depicting speech rhythm and intonation during the oral repetition of CV sylla-
bles) improved their accentedness and suprasegmental features of L2 French in a dialogue
read-aloud task significantly more than a comparable group assigned to a speech-only
training condition. Similarly, recent research has also shown that phonetic training using vi-
suospatial hand gestures, such as a fist-to-open-hand burst gesture to visually represent the
auditory and articulatory features of Mandarin Chinese aspirated plosives [77], enhances
phonetic learning, leading to more accurate production of aspirated stops.

3.4.4. Comprehensibility and Accentedness Self-Assessment

Self-assessment has mainly focused on identifying differences between L2 learners’
assessments of their speech and assessments by native speakers (or L2 teachers) focusing
primarily on accentedness and comprehensibility [78], but L2-speech self-assessment and
peer-assessment tasks can be useful in raising learners’ awareness of pronunciation features
that make their speech difficult to understand or strongly accented [79,80]. Although
L2 learners’ ability to assess their own speaking performance is related to their actual
speaking performance, the better their speaking skills, the more likely they are to accurately
self-assess their performance [81]. Accurate speaking self-assessments indicate a lack of
awareness and limitations in noticing the pronunciation features that affect their speech
intelligibility, comprehensibility and accentedness [80] and the speech of others, which
could have a negative impact on L2 speech development [82].

Research focusing specifically on the benefits of L2 pronunciation self-assessment for
L2 pronunciation development [83,84] has generally found it difficult for learners to focus
on specific phonological features and shows a mismatch between learners’ self-assessments
and assessments by native listeners [80,85] so that learners judged to perform well by native
listeners tend to underestimate their performance, whereas learners judged to perform
poorly tend to overestimate their performance. Overestimation and underestimation in
speech-self assessment are indications of learners’ difficulties in identifying the underlying
pronunciation features that influence their speech, which can be improved with increased
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learners’ experience in self-assessment [86] and with training in speech-self-assessment [87].
Methods for improving self-assessment skills include discussing learners’ own performance,
familiarizing learners with rating criteria, using self-testing exercises, benchmarking, and
peer assessment. For example, Ref. [88] implemented a treatment based on benchmarking
(asking learners to discuss speech evaluation criteria) and peer assessment (evaluating the
speaking performance of peers) and found learners increased the alignment between their
ratings and those of native listeners.

3.4.5. Task-Based Pronunciation Teaching (TBPT)

An approach to pronunciation teaching that can be integrated into communicative
language teaching is task-based pronunciation teaching, or TBPT [11–13]. TBPT makes use
of the task-design principles of TBLT to enhance learners’ attention to phonetic form in
pedagogic tasks that involve meaning-based interaction. TBLT adopts meaning-based com-
municative tasks as central to defining language learning needs, goals, classroom activities,
and assessment, but has not devoted research efforts to investigating pronunciation-focused
communicative tasks until recently [89]. Based on [90]’s Framework for Task-Based Learn-
ing, a commonly used TBPT task-design implementation procedure [12–14] involves three
stages, namely, pre-task, task cycle, and post-task. During the pre-task, the teacher assists
L2 learners in learning and recollecting the linguistic resources they will need to perform
the interactive task. Learners focus both on phonetic form and meaning through com-
prehension activities and plan their speech before engaging in the main task. During the
meaning-based interactive task, learners apply the language they have encountered in the
preceding phase to carry out their interactions. Pronunciation targets (e.g., difficult vowel
contrasts) are used incidentally but can be made essential for task completion, thus forcing
learners to use the target sounds appropriately to perform the task. Immediately after,
learners are asked to plan and report back on how they completed the task. This phase
involves a transition from using spontaneous language with an emphasis on fluency to
employing planned language that prioritizes fluency, accuracy, and clarity in organizing
their public discourse. The last phase consists of orienting learners’ attention to relevant
pronunciation aspects that naturally arise during the conversations they engage in through-
out the task cycle. The objective of the metalinguistic and communicative post-tasks is to
help learners consolidate what they have learned and generalize their L2 knowledge to
new contexts of L2 use.

TBLT research has shown that, by manipulating communicative task design variables
(e.g., repetition, modality, or complexity), it is possible to enhance learners’ attention to
linguistic form during communicative interaction, helping learners develop their lexical,
grammatical, and pragmatic L2 performance. For example, according to the Cognition
Hypothesis [91], making a communicative task cognitively more complex by increasing the
number of elements and reasoning demands needed to complete the task leads to the pro-
duction of more lexically and grammatically complex language, thus implicitly enhancing
L2 development. Recent research [89] indicates that manipulating task-design variables is
effective at enhancing learners’ attention to phonetic form in meaning-based tasks, resulting
in improvements in the perception and production of L2 segmental [12,13,15] as well as
suprasegmental features of L2 speech [92], and speech comprehensibility [10]. As learners
tend to engage in such interactive tasks collaboratively, task performance often leads to
the occurrence of pronunciation-focused language-related episodes (P-LRE) [93] that serve
to raise learners’ awareness of pronunciation issues and indicate the extent to which the
task design was effective at helping learners focus on pronunciation. In addition, target
pronunciation features can be made task-essential [94], forcing learners to pay attention to
and use phonological targets to complete the task while focusing on meaning, such as when
giving directions on a collaborative map task performed in pairs where the street names
contain contrastive sounds that must be distinguished perceptually and in production for
the learners to give and understand directions successfully [15,62].
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Having reviewed novel methodologies of L2 pronunciation instruction in lab and
classroom-based settings, we now illustrate the benefits of one of them, communicative
TBPT, through an empirical lab study. TBPT allows teachers to fully integrate pronunciation
instruction into communicative language teaching. In this lab-based study, we assess the
efficacy of an interactive map task that could effectively be used by teachers in a classroom
context to improve the perception and production of difficult L2 sound contrasts.

4. A TBPT Empirical Study

Although the benefits of task complexity for linguistic development are well attested
in the domain of grammar and lexis [89], such benefits have only begun to be explored
for L2 pronunciation. The few studies available to date [10,12–15] suggest that task com-
plexity may be effective in enhancing attention to phonetic form during communicative
pronunciation-focused tasks. As a means of illustrating methodological issues related
to integrating a focus on phonetic form within communicative tasks, we report on an
empirical study that aimed at applying TBPT principles to the design of a computerized
map task. This task, which aimed at enhancing accuracy in the perception and produc-
tion of a difficult L2 vowel contrast for L1-Spanish learners of English, was designed as
a pronunciation-focused, meaning-oriented interactive pedagogic task. The design and
preliminary outcomes of this study demonstrate the potential of TBPT for L2 pronuncia-
tion learning. Alternative interactive TBPT tasks to the ones described here can be found
in [95,96].

4.1. Materials and Methods

In the current study, Ref. [90]’s TBLT task-cycle design was followed in that the
experimental pedagogic intervention included a pre-task intended to familiarize learners
with the phonetic targets to be improved, as well as an interactive communicative task
designed around [97]’s definition of task: the primary focus of the task was on meaning;
there was some kind of communicative gap; learners had to rely on their linguistic and
non-linguistic resources to solve the task; and language was the means to achieve a clearly
defined outcome. The task was framed as a two-way, close, convergent, giving-directions
task [98] because it was performed in pairs; there was only one possible solution that
students had to agree on, and students took it in turns to give and follow directions on a
map. Unlike [90]’s framework, for research purposes, the current implementation of the
task design lacked a post-task activity usually included in pedagogic tasks to consolidate
the knowledge acquired through task performance.

This study followed a pre-test > intervention > post-test design. The pre-test and
post-test included an ABX discrimination test to assess the effect of the intervention on L2
learners’ accuracy and speed of response in perceptually distinguishing /i:/ from /I/ (e.g.,
feet-fit), as well as delayed nonword repetition (DNWR) and delayed sentence repetition
(DSR) tests to assess the effect of the intervention on L2 learners’ accuracy in distinguishing
/i:/ from /I/ in production.

The intervention consisted of three 30 min computerized tasks in two sessions. Each
task consisted of a perception pre-task, a production pre-task, and the corresponding inter-
active map task. The perception pre-task consisted of an identification task where learners
were presented with the nonwords to be used in the corresponding map task and were
asked to identify the stressed vowel in them as either English /i:/ or /I/. The production
pre-task consisted of an immediate repetition task where learners were presented with the
nonwords to be used in the corresponding map task and were asked to repeat them as
accurately as they could. Pre-tasks were aimed at familiarizing learners with the auditory
and orthographic forms of the street names (English nonwords) they would practice during
that map task session (18 minimal-pair nonword pairs). The map tasks were sequenced in
order of increasing task complexity (simple > + complex > ++ complex). Learners needed
to be able to distinguish /i:/ from /I/ in perception and production to be able to follow
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and give instructions on the map and thus complete the task successfully. Map tasks 1 and
2 were performed in session 1, and map task 3 in session 2.

Given the exploratory nature of the current study and the relatively large inter-subject
variability in L2 pronunciation proficiency of the participants, they were further randomly
assigned to three task difficulty sub-groups. Task difficulty (low, medium, high) was
operationalized in terms of how easy or difficult the target contrast was to perceive and
produce in the street names based on whether the contrast was embedded in monosyllabic
nonwords (easy: peef /pi:f/ vs. piff /pIf/), trisyllabic nonwords (medium: lapeefan
/l@'pi:f@n/ vs. lapiffan /l@'pIf@n/), and a mixture of monosyllabic and trisyllabic nonwords
(difficult), which might make the target contrast effectively harder for learners to attend to.
Perceiving and producing the target vowels /i:/ and /I/ accurately in a trisyllabic nonword
was expected to pose greater difficulty and require greater attentional effort for learners
than doing so in monosyllabic nonwords. In preliminary analyses of the participants’ pre-
test and post-test perception scores according to task stimuli difficulty [62], all sub-groups
were found to improve sensitivity to the contrast after the intervention, but gains between
testing times were smaller and did not reach significance for those participants assigned
to the mixed stimuli difficulty condition, suggesting that stimuli variability limited the
extent to which learners could benefit from the TBPT intervention and made the task more
demanding for learners. As our aim here is to assess the effectiveness of the TBPT map task
intervention, we focus on the overall results obtained by all the participants performing the
map tasks as the experimental group.

4.1.1. Participants

The participants were 77 upper-intermediate to advanced L1-Spanish learners of
English (Mage = 20.88, SD = 4.30). They had learned English through formal instruction
in a school context since around the age of 6 (SD = 3.62), and at the time of testing, they
were first-year students enrolled in a degree in English studies at a Spanish university. On
a 9-point Likert scale (1 = very poor command of English, 9 = near-native command of
English), participants rated themselves as fairly proficient (M = 6.67, SD = 1.17). They were
randomly assigned to either an experimental group (N = 62) or a control group (N = 15)
that did the pre-test and post-test but did not perform any of the familiarization pre-tasks
or the intervention map tasks.

4.1.2. Map Task Design

Following the SSARC model of task sequencing [99], we designed three map tasks
that differed in cognitive task complexity (simple, + complex, ++ complex) in terms of the
number elements (streets and crossroads) on the map (see Figure 1) and asked learners to
perform them in order of increasing complexity in two intervention sessions.
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The pronunciation target was the English vowel contrast /i:/-/I/ (e.g., feet-fit), which
Spanish learners of English find difficult to perceive and produce accurately because
both English /i:/ and /I/ are perceptually mapped onto the single Spanish front vowel
category /i/ [100]. Although the L2 learners that participated in this study were relatively
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advanced, the target contrast was embedded in English nonwords and was deemed to pose
difficulties in perception and production. The reason why we opted for using nonwords
rather than words as stimuli for the street names on the map was twofold. First, using
nonwords would avoid learners activating lexical representations for words they might
be misrepresenting phonologically in their mental lexicon, which could possibly lead to a
less effective intervention, as found in HVPT paradigms [40,41]. Secondly, using nonwords
for which lexical representations cannot be activated could be helpful in helping learners
concentrate on phonetic form (rather than meaning) when giving and following instructions
on the map.

The learners’ task was to give (Student A) and follow (Student B) directions using
the non-word street names to pick 14 parcels located at streets off crossroads on the map.
At each crossroad, a decision had to be made as to which street to take (e.g., lapeefan vs.
lapiffan) where a parcel had to be picked. This was conducted in order to make the target
vowel contrast task essential [94], forcing learners to focus on the qualitative differences
between the contrastive vowels /i:/ and /I/ in production and perception. The map task
was collaborative in that each parcel to be picked involved producing and perceiving
the contrast accurately by each learner dyad. Getting the wrong parcel would involve
negotiating interactively to make the contrast clear to one another.

Student A (giving directions) and Student B (following directions) would be seated
in front of each other, and each one of them would be in front of two monitors. Student
A’s monitor 1 would show a red line indicating the directions to be given according to the
path Student B would need to follow to pick the 14 parcels (see Figure 2), whereas monitor
2 would show the same as students’ B monitor 2 (the same map without the path). The
red path was not visible for Student B, for whom only monitor 2 would be on. This design
allowed Student A to monitor at all times what Student B’s mouse pointer was doing. In
order to pick up a parcel, Student B would need to double-click on it once its location on
the map was reached according to the instructions. When clicking on it, the parcel would
turn green if the correct street had been taken at the crossroads or red if the wrong street
had been taken. The correct (and wrong) streets targeted an equal number of /i:/ and
/I/ nonwords. Taking the wrong street implied either Student A not pronouncing the
street name correctly or Student B not perceiving the street name correctly, or both, which
generated a number of P-LRE as students went back to the crossroads and tried to give and
follow directions again to make up for the wrong choice of street. In order for learners to
be able to monitor their production accuracy, all of the street names were clickable. When
clicking on a street name, the learners would hear the pre-recorded nonword pronounced
by either a male or a female native speaker of English. When getting to the end of the
path and having picked the last parcel, students A and B changed roles in giving and
following directions.
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Having correctly picked 14 parcels implies having correctly produced and identi-
fied the contrastive vowels in 12 minimal-pair nonwords per map task (12 × 3 map
tasks = 36 minimal-pair nonword pairs). The nonword street names were different in ver-
sions A and B of each map task, so students A and B had to produce and identify different
sets of street names. Each map task also included two control vowel contrasts that posed
no difficulty to learners (e.g., /i:/-/æ/, /I/-/æ/, /i:/-/u:/, /I/-/u:/). Students performed
the map tasks in pairs while wearing Beyerdynamic DT 990 PRO open headphones, over
which they could hear the names of the streets (whenever they clicked on them) and their
partners’ voices. All of the map tasks were audio-recorded (separately for each speaker)
through Shure SM-58 voice microphones onto Marantz PMD660 solid-state digital recorders
(44.1 kHz, 16-bit).

4.1.3. Testing and Analyses

In the ABX discrimination test, participants had to decide, as fast and accurately as
possible, for every A-B-X trial, whether X contained the same vowel as A or the same vowel
as B (e.g., lapeefan-lapiffan-lapiffan = B; lapeefan-lapiffan-lapeefan = A). ABX trials were
presented with an inter-stimulus interval of 500 ms and 2000 ms after each response, a new
trial was presented, or 2500 ms after the onset of the last item in the trial if no response
was provided. In each ABX trial, A and B were spoken in the same voice (either male or
female) and X in a different voice. This provided a measure of learners’ ability to identify
the target vowel across two different voices, an indication of having developed relatively
robust, distinct sound categories for the target vowels /i:/ and /I/. The test contained
96 ABX trials, corresponding to 16 test trials and 8 control trials in 4 orders (ABB, ABA,
BAA, and BAB). The 96 trials contained an equal number of trained nonwords (nonwords
included in the map tasks) and untrained nonwords (new nonwords produced by new
voices), an equal number of monosyllabic and trisyllabic nonwords, and an equal number
of nonwords produced by a male and a female voice. Accuracy rates and reaction times
(RT) in correctly identifying X in ABX trials were used as a measure of learners’ sensitivity
to the target contrast in perception.

For production, we used DNWR and DSR tests. In the DNWR test, participants were
asked to repeat, after a 1500 ms delay followed by a 250 ms beep signal, 64 test nonwords
and 32 control nonwords. The 64 test nonwords corresponded to the nonwords in the
16 test trials included in the ABX test (16 /i:/ nonwords + 16 /I/ nonwords = 32 nonwords)
presented auditorily in fully randomized order and repeated twice, once after a male
voice and once after a female voice. As in the ABX test, the test nonwords included a
balanced design in terms of trained and untrained nonwords, monosyllabic and trisyllabic
nonwords, and male and female voices. In the DSR test, participants were presented with a
set of 8 mini-dialogues involving short prompt-response interactions between two different
voices they listened to (e.g., Speaker A: Shall I put the heating on?; Speaker B: Yes, my feet
are cold) and were then asked to repeat the response (Speaker A: Shall I put the heating
on?; Participant: Yes, my feet are cold). The 8 responses targeted 8 common English words
(4 with /i:/ and 4 with /I/: sheep-ship, feet-fit, sit-seat, chips-cheap). Assessing learners’
pronunciation of real words (apart from untrained nonwords) allowed us to determine
whether the intervention map tasks could be effective at improving the phonological
representations of lexical items.

The analysis of the production data involved computing average acoustic measures
per vowel (/i:/ and /I/) for each learner to assess changes in vowel quality (degree of
vowel height and frontness) in the direction of the four native speakers’ vowel productions
used as testing stimuli in the ABX and the DNWR tests. Based on the f 0, F1, and F2
formant frequency measures in Hertz which we extracted from the midpoint of the steady
portion of each vowel, we computed a normalized Bark-converted (B) distance metric
where B1-B0 represented a normalized height measure and B2-B1 a normalized frontness
measure. We also assessed changes in the extent to which learners could make a qualitative
distinction between the contrasting vowels in production by computing spectral distance
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scores (Euclidean distances) between /i:/ and /I/ calculated on a two-dimensional height
(B1-B0) by frontness (B2-B1) space. The larger the spectral distance score (SDS) between
/i:/ and /I/, the more distinct the production of the contrasting vowels was. We therefore
expected SDSs to be larger at the post-test than at the pre-test.

4.2. Results

Having first checked that participants performed at much higher accuracy rates when
discriminating control trials (/i:/-/æ/, /I/-/æ/, /i:/-/u:/, /I/-/u:/) than test trials (/i:/-
/I/) in the ABX test at pre-test (M = 0.87, SD = 0.332 vs. M = 0.68, SD = 0.468, respectively),
we explored the effects of the map task intervention and generalization effects to untrained
nonwords based on test nonwords only. The results show that accuracy scores between
testing times were slightly larger for the experimental group than the control group and
that participants seem to improve similarly between testing times on trained and untrained
items (Figure 3). The RT data also showed slightly larger differences in speed between
testing times for the experimental group than the control group (Figure 4). However,
unexpectedly, the control group obtained considerable perception gains, which can only be
explained by a task effect, that is, improvement associated with repeating the perception
test twice. In addition, both the experimental and control groups seemed to perform on
trained and untrained nonwords equally well, suggesting that improvements in perception
could not be attributed to testing trials having been previously trained.
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We first assessed whether learning gains could generalize to untrained nonwords
by submitting participants’ ABX responses to test items (correct or wrong) to a linear
mixed-effects model with a binomial logistic regression (in SPSS 25) with test (pre-test,
post-test), group (experimental, control), and trial type (trained, untrained) and their
interactions as fixed effects, including a random intercept for subject. These analyses
showed significant main effects of test (F(1, 9912) = 19.75, p < 0.001) and trial type (F(1, 9912)
= 4.98, p = 0.026), but neither the main effect of group (F(1, 9912) = 0.001, p = 0.977) nor
any of the interactions reached significance (see Appendix A for the model’s parameter
estimates). Tests of pairwise contrasts showed that while at pre-test the experimental group
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performed equally well on trained and untrained items (t(9912) = 1.01, SE = 0.015, p = 0.316),
at post-test they discriminated the target vowels at significantly higher correct rates in
trained than in untrained nonwords (t(9912) = 1.98, SE = 0.014, p = 0.048). This indicated,
as expected, that training had a larger effect on trained than untrained nonwords, although
both improved significantly between testing times. Interestingly, whereas the experimental
group discriminated the target vowels significantly more accurately at post-test than at pre-
test in both trained (t(9912) = −5.01, SE = 0.015, p < 0.001) and untrained (t(9912) = −5.01,
SE = 0.015, p < 0.001) nonwords, the control group did not significantly improve on either
trained (t(9912) = −1.21, SE = 0.030, p = 0.229) or untrained (t(9912) = −0.026, SE = 0.031,
p = 0.406) nonwords. These findings indicate that for the experimental group (but not
for the control group), discrimination accuracy improved for both trained and untrained
nonwords, showing that training gains generalized to untrained nonwords. Consequently,
in all subsequent analyses, accuracy and RT scores from test items (including trained and
untrained nonwords) were used as dependent measures.
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In order to assess whether the intervention effects on perception reached significance
for the experimental and control groups, we first submitted participants’ ABX responses
to test items (correct or wrong) to a linear mixed-effects model with a binomial logistic
regression with test (pre-test, post-test) and group (experimental, control) and their interac-
tion as fixed effects and random intercepts for subject and item. These analyses showed
a significant main effect of test (F(1, 9912) = 19.75, p < 0.001), but neither the main effect
of group (F(1, 9912) = 0.001, p = 0.978), nor the test × group interaction (F(1, 9912) = 2.75,
p = 0.097) reached significance (see Appendix A for the model’s parameter estimates).
According to Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise contrasts, the main effect of the test was driven
by the gains obtained by the experimental group, who gained a modest but significant
7.6% in accuracy (t(9916) = −6.52, SE = 0.012, p < 0.001), whereas the gains by the control
group (3.5%) did not reach significance (t(9916) = −1.54, SE = 0.023, p = 0.123). We then
submitted participants’ ABX RT on test items, including only those for correct responses
and excluding those beyond 2.5 standard deviations from each subject’s mean (2.05%)
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to a linear mixed-effects model with test (pre-test, post-test) and group (experimental,
control) as fixed effects and random intercepts for subject and item. The outcome of these
analyses was similar to those we obtained for accuracy: there was a significant main effect
of test (F(1, 6551) = 111.4, p < 0.001), but neither the main effect of group (F(1, 6551) = 0.152,
p = 0.697), nor the test × group interaction (F(1, 6551) = 0.459, p = 0.498) reached significance
(see Appendix A). However, in this case, both the experimental (t(6551) = 12.74, SE = 7.47,
p < 0.001) and control (t(6551) = 5.50, SE = 15.22, p < 0.001) groups significantly improved
in RT at post-test, with the experimental group only improving 12 ms on average more
than the control group (95.2 ms vs. 83.7 ms).

In terms of production accuracy in the DNWR test, improvement between testing times
in vowel quality was small and mainly affected /I/ (as English /i:/ is already acoustically
very similar to Spanish /i/). Learners’ /I/ became lower in height and slightly more
centralized, whereas /i:/ became slightly more target-like only in height. However, spectral
distances appear to become larger at post-test, suggesting that learners had improved in
making a distinction between /i:/ and /I/ in production, although the spectral distance
produced between vowels was much smaller than the one the native speakers produced
(see Table 1). In order to assess the effectiveness of the map-task intervention in effecting
improvement in learners’ ability to distinguish /i:/ from /I/ in production, we ran a
Paired-samples T-test on the learners’ pre-test and post-test spectral distance scores, which
confirmed that spectral distances were of a significantly larger magnitude at post-test than
at pre-test (t(61) = −2.59, p = 0.012).

Table 1. Normalized Bark distance metrics and spectral distances for natives (N = 4) and Learners
(N = 63) in the DNWR and DSR tests.

Group Test

/i:/ /I/ /i/-/I/
B1-B0

(Height)
B2-B1

(Frontness)
B1-B0

(Height)
B2-B1

(Frontness)
Euclidean
Distance

M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD Min. Max.

Natives 1.96 0.24 10.87 0.55 2.98 0.42 8.65 0.85 2.45 0.79 1.85 3.52

Learners
(DNWR)

Pre-test 1.76 0.53 10.50 0.84 2.48 0.44 9.32 0.64 1.58 0.60 0.59 3.37
Post-test 1.71 0.51 10.65 0.76 2.53 0.45 9.26 0.67 1.75 0.66 0.69 3.72

Learners
(DSR)

Pre-test 1.62 0.53 10.68 0.74 2.11 0.48 9.76 0.77 1.13 1.0 0.13 4.82
Post-test 1.53 0.56 10.73 0.80 2.06 0.49 9.82 0.78 1.14 1.0 0.07 4.50

We also measured the vowel productions from the DSR test in the same way as those
from the DNWR test and computed spectral distance scores between /i:/ and /I/ to assess
improvement in learners’ ability to distinguish /i:/ from /I/ in minimal-pair words they
knew. Spectral distances were on average much smaller between /i:/ and /I/ on these
words than they were on the nonwords from the DNWR test (see Table 1), suggesting
that learners made less of a distinction between /i:/ and /I/ in real words embedded in
sentences produced from memory than in the production of isolated nonwords. Improve-
ment between pre-test and post-test spectral distances was very small (see Table 1) and
non-significant (t(61) = −0.117, p = 0.907), suggesting that the positive effect of the map-task
intervention on production did not generalize to untrained words (sheep-ship, feet-fit,
sit-seat, chips-cheap) whose phonological representations were already well-established.

4.3. Discussion

Overall, the effects of the computerized map-task intervention, albeit small, suggest
that a two-session TBPT communicative interaction helped learners improve their ability
to distinguish a difficult L2 vowel contrast (/i:/-/I/) in perception and production.

On the one hand, the perception results suggest that performing three oral map tasks of
increasing cognitive complexity resulted in an improvement in the discrimination accuracy
of the target vowels /i:/ and /I/. These findings echo those observed in studies that carried
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out implicit high-variability perceptual training of segmentals [17] or those applying form-
focused communicative interventions [61]. The fact that discrimination gains were lower
in this study than in others obtained through explicit HVPT [33,101] might be due to the
short two-session (three map tasks) intervention. Still, generalization to untrained items, in
line with other studies [33,37,41] signals robust improvement in L2 vowel discrimination.

On the other hand, the production results show that learners produced larger distances
(i.e., less overlap) between contrastive vowels after the TBPT intervention. In accordance
with [102] and [15]’s findings, reflection on phonetic form during communicative tasks that
make pronunciation targets task-essential and necessitate agreement on a single correct
outcome [97] leads to more distinct realizations of L2 confusable sounds, hence, more
target-like productions. Our findings for production are in accordance with production
gains reported in other short communicative form-focused instruction interventions [55].
Nevertheless, learners were unable to generalize vowel distinctiveness gains to untrained
word contexts, contrary to [12,13], which involved learners’ performance on many more
lexically-based tasks during a longer intervention. This could be attributed to the short
two-session intervention as well as to the size of the small data set the DSR test generated
(vowel productions from 8 /i:/-/I/ minimal-pair words).

Finally, a number of important limitations need to be considered. First, the lack of L2
production data from the control group suggests the outcome of the analyses in terms of L2
production gains obtained by the experimental group resulting from the TBPT intervention
cannot be ascertained and needs to be interpreted with caution. Second, a two-session
intervention may not be long enough for learners to develop detectable gains in how
distinctly they can produce L2 vowels. Last, the fact that the battery of perceptual and
production tasks used at pre-test and post-test to gauge learning gains were very different
from the map tasks used in the intervention may have made it difficult for us to observe L2
pronunciation learning gains that might otherwise have shown in an interactive testing
task (a map task) more similar to the intervention tasks. Further data analyses on the
frequency of P-LRE during learners’ interaction and of the performance on the test map
task would likely provide further insights into the effectiveness of TBPT for improving
L2 pronunciation.

5. Conclusions

The current article has outlined and discussed current issues in L2 pronunciation
instruction research and practice in ISLA arising from the need to overcome the limitations
and challenges FL learning contexts pose to L2 learners’ pronunciation development.
These include, but are not limited to, learners’ scarce L2 exposure and use, the difficulty
in applying well-established findings within current L2 speech learning models (SLM-r,
PAM-L2) to the FL classroom, the need to seek novel methods and techniques to train
L2 pronunciation globally, and the difficulty of integrating a focus on phonetic form
in meaning-based tasks in a primarily grammar-centered communicative approach to
language teaching. We have highlighted key features of L2 speech models that can inform
pronunciation training and instruction and synthesized commonly used as well as novel
training and teaching pronunciation instruction methods. Finally, we have exemplified
TBPT as a pronunciation instruction method by reporting on the results of an empirical
study that used communicative map tasks to teach segmental pronunciation targets.

As a means to incorporate research findings from speech learning models into pronun-
ciation instruction, we suggest that both the design of pronunciation-focused communica-
tive tasks (e.g., TBPT) and the design of individualized pronunciation training techniques
(e.g., accent imitation) consider two key aspects of L2 speech learning: namely, (a) that
the difficulties in the acquisition of L2 segmental phonology (e.g., L2 sound contrasts) are
based on specific L2-to-L1 perceptual sound mappings, and (b) that the target phonetic and
phonological features to be acquired are likely to vary in how essential they are to L2 speech
intelligibility. Therefore, HVPT paradigms should consider training learners not only on
the identification and discrimination of L2 sound contrasts but also on the perception of the
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cross-language differences between the segmental phonologies of the L1 and the L2 that
determine which L2 sound contrasts are difficult to acquire, as this would help learners
overcome L1-based perception. Similarly, pronunciation-focused communicative tasks
could be designed to make pronunciation targets (especially those having a larger impact
on speech intelligibility) essential to task resolution to enhance attention to phonetic form
during communicative interaction.

Most of the pronunciation training and teaching methods outlined in this article
exemplify novel creative ways of overcoming the difficulties associated with learning
pronunciation in ISLA, but their effectiveness needs further exploration and empirical
support. Evaluating their impact on L2 pronunciation development requires establishing
consistent measurement standards, which are currently too varied and inconsistent
across studies. Research assessing the effectiveness of pronunciation training techniques
for L2 pronunciation development makes use of either fine-grained acoustic analyses of
target phonetic features (e.g., [12,13] as well as the HVPT and accent imitation studies
we have reported on) or perceptual judgments of global dimensions of L2 speech such as
intelligibility, comprehensibility, accentedness, and fluency (e.g., [54] and the embodied
pronunciation training studies we have reported on). However, the multidimensional
nature of L2 speech and the current trend to define the functional load of pronuncia-
tion targets in terms of speech intelligibility and comprehensibility [51,52] suggest that
pronunciation assessment, especially when aiming at determining the effectiveness of
pronunciation training and teaching methods, should be carried out through a combi-
nation of acoustic measurements and listeners’ judgments of global dimensions of L2
pronunciation proficiency [21].

The TBPT empirical study we report on, together with a few other similar stud-
ies [10,12], illustrates a novel approach that incorporates the research findings of L2 speech
learning models and TBLT into pronunciation instruction while effectively integrating pro-
nunciation instruction into communicative classroom teaching in ISLA. Although further
research is needed to confirm the pedagogic value of TBPT, current research findings already
offer preliminary evidence of its effectiveness for L2 pronunciation learning. In addition
to integrating pronunciation instruction into communicative language teaching, pronun-
ciation development in instructed SLA needs to combine classroom pedagogical practice
with individualized pronunciation training that can provide personalized feedback [48].
A pronunciation teaching approach that combines in-class TBPT tasks with out-of-class
pronunciation training through tasks such as those described above may provide a very
effective way to learn L2 pronunciation, especially if combined in a structured way, so
that individualized pronunciation training tasks serve to raise awareness of challenging
L2 phonological features that will be at a later stage practiced communicatively through
TBPT tasks in the classroom. Assessing the effectiveness of such a combined approach to
L2 pronunciation learning opens exciting research avenues in L2 pronunciation instruction.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Parameter estimates of linear mixed-effects models on ABX discrimination scores.

β SE t p 95% CI
Lower Upper

Model 1 1 Intercept 0.74 0.15 5.03 <0.001 0.45 1.03
Group 0.10 0.16 0.64 0.526 −0.22 0.43

Test −0.12 0.14 −0.83 0.406 −0.39 0.16
Item type 0.17 0.14 1.20 0.228 −0.11 0.45

Group × Test −0.16 0.15 −1.04 0.299 −0.46 0.14
Group × Trial type −0.03 0.16 −0.20 0.845 −0.34 0.28

Test × Trial type −0.06 0.20 −0.28 0.779 −0.45 0.33
Group × Test × Trial type −0.02 0.22 −0.08 0.938 −0.45 0.42

Model 2 2 Intercept 0.93 0.18 5.04 <0.001 0.57 1.29
Group 0.10 0.17 0.62 0.535 −0.22 0.43

Test −0.17 0.11 −1.55 0.121 −0.38 0.04
Group × Test −0.20 0.12 −1.66 0.097 −0.43 0.04

Model 3 3 Intercept 111.48 52.28 21.24 <0.001 1007.99 1212.98
Group −27.59 56.70 −0.49 0.627 −138.73 83.56

Test 83.73 15.22 5.50 <0.001 53.90 113.56
Group × Test 11.49 16.95 0.68 0.498 −21.74 44.72

1 ABX accuracy (generalization effects), 2 ABX accuracy (test effects), 3 ABX RT (test effects).
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